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Don’t we live in exciting times? Two weeks into our 2020 Vision exhibition
lock down happened. As soon as Golden Square sent us a message saying
non-essential shops could open, we did, partly to repay the support Golden
Square has shown us and to support the artists in the exhibition. We waited
to see if we dare have a summer exhibition, or if we needed to do things a
little differently. We have learnt that people all over the world look at our
Instagram feed and that we can and have shipped things all over the world.
As a result, we will try and expand our online services to better serve the
artists in our exhibitions.
We continue to open the gallery six days per week and it’s thanks to
volunteers that we can do this. Classes are mostly full but we are operating
a booking system so we can make sure we have enough space to comply
with social distancing. No thing ever stops the creativity and passion of local
artists and we regularly receive messages from artists wanting to exhibit,
wanting to get involved or just asking how we are? Thanks for the messages
and support.
As more people discover the gallery, more artists want to exhibit. It is for this
reason that we have decided to continue only hanging original art works. We
love all visual art but we will only give wall space to original pieces. Digital
artists may be able to add a guarantee that you will not replicate a piece of
work to give the buyer peace of mind they are buying an exclusive piece. As
with everything we are learning and we evolve with each show. If you think
we’ve got it wrong then let us know, we are always open to discuss ways of
including more of your creativity. We hope that all visual artists will continue
to enter our open calls.
When you look at ways of buying affordable art online or at the chains of
other commercial galleries you can see that some have decided to avoid
artists all together and have just got famous people to paint or draw. I have
no doubt that you will find much more affordable and more original art at
Technically Brilliant and you’ll be supporting a local artist and helping them
progress their art careers.
We hope you enjoy Recreation, our summer exhibition.
Thanks for your support

Matt George

Alan Snape
The initial concept for the large pot was concerned with
the Peace Process in The North of Ireland..a bridge from
stones to sand and play.
The shell speaks of getting back to the beaches after
lockdown. Jonah always is a symbol of hope!

Alice Corby
I’m a potter currently based in Warrington. My pots aim
to promote body positivity and celebrate the human
form. The original motivation behind the creation of
these Boob Pots was to make figurative ceramics more
available and welcoming to the general public through
the form of functional ceramics.

Ally Noble
During lockdown I carried on as normal as much as was
possible. In the glorious weather I found
inspiration looking at the butterflies in the garden. They
flitted about their normal lives whilst we felt very strange
and constricted. So my lockdown work is a set of free
hanging glass butterflies, to remind us of freedoms lost.

Amanda McIntyre
I’m a self-taught fine artist based in St Helens and I love
drawing, especially the semi nude form of women. The
female body is beautiful and stunning and my drawings
are tasteful but sexy too, I want the viewer to feel an
attraction to the piece and the passion within it. I draw
using graphite on Bristol board.

Andrew Meakin
I create art from the images captured on smart
phones, everday pictures that must have held some
significance at their inception. I try to extract that
essence, distil it, and present it in an altered medium.
Sometimes errors and mistakes are the genesis of a
piece, sometimes the process reveals different paths, but
the journey is the exploration, not the destination.

Andy Abbot
Following a bad accident years ago, my self confidence
took a huge knock, and I really withdrew into myself. I
have always had a love of art in various forms. I
produce artwork to help manage my anxiety and
depression, using graphite pencil, which is my favourite
medium. I’m a real believer that art is a great tool for
therapy.

Andy Blears
At first light in the forest there’s little colour so we have a
monochrome effect with a nice high contrast of tall trees
against the rising sun. Everything is
quiet as we wait for the day to start.

Andy Neal
During lockdown we all experienced isolation to an
extent – these pictures were an attempt to express the
isolation I and many felt during the last few months.
The characters themselves can see the reality of life but
somehow, it’s 2 dimensional to the point
where they throw shadow onto the painted scenery of
their own existence.

Ann-Marie Muratroyd
The first three paintings were completed at the very start
of lockdown when holidays and dreams were placed on
hold. The inspiration came from memories using mixed
media to create texture and layers of colour.
As we began to emerge from lockdown the final piece
was created using multi layers of acrylic in a very abstract
way, waiting and ’Still Dreaming’

Angela Lillie Coakley
From a very early age I knew I was creative; it was
something that was always with me. I enjoy abstract
expression and have a growing liking for texture - acrylic
is my favourite paint medium. I often just disappear into
my workspace and create - be it paint, sewing, felting.
I’’m happy to explore any and all ways to express my
creativity.

Anthony Dunbar
Artist working out of widnes. My art allows me to shout
and remain quiet at the same time. The shout political,
social ,economic and radical slogans thrown onto the
canvas. The quiet words, sayings and meanings partially
seen but not heard. in the end change has occured from
splashes of colour and hidden meaning to provoke
thought and
engage with the world.

Catherine Igoe
I am an Altrincham based artist and hold a BA in Fine
Art. I am endlessly fascinated with nature and find huge
inspiration for my work in the landscape near my home.
I work with glues, inks and paint to create texture and
atmosphere.

Christina Hamilton
I Painted as a child. I decided to go to aty college in my
early thirties. I took my ‘O’ levels then my ‘A’ levels, after I
didn’t paint for some time.
However I found peace visiting art galleries from the
National to the local.
I use various mediums, I paint portraits, animals, rarely
flowers and will try any subject.

Christine Conreen
When I retired I took up painting. As an amateur I am
developing my use of various mediums. The paintings on
show today are painted with acrylics or oils. Art has given
me great enjoyment, lots of friends and it has stimulated
my imagination! I enjoy creating it. I hope you enjoy
seeing my art as much as I enjoy creating it.

Clare Smith
After taking a 15 year break from art to pursue a career
in public services, I am very excited to be
redeveloping myself as an artist following a
period of ill health. I am currently experimenting with
mixed media to create works that evoke
emotion. My work is inspired by memories, feelings and
important world issues.

Claire Wagner
Having completed my degree at MMU in Hot Glass. I
have always felt that serendipity is part of life and we
should sometimes just go with the flow and see what
happens . When I work with hot glass , the glass guides
me , moving in it’s own way . Expect the unexpected. Life
is too short not to feel free. What does life mean to you?

Colin Stokes
Colin works primarily in soft pastels, India Ink and
Charcoal, and is exploring the use of Watercolour,
Acrylics and mixed media .
His art is inspired by his life experiences, extensive
travel and the places and people he encounters on his
journeys. He is also influenced by various
Masters, both historical and contemporary.

David Percival
It’s all about the light. Well mostly. Capturing movement
or stillness, beauty, a sense of atmosphere, being there. I
work in watercolours and pastel and attempt to achieve
some or all of the above.

Dorothy Bramham
Dorothy enjoys working in a variety of media including
textiles, drawing, collage and painting. She especially
loves vibrant colour and this is frequently reflected
in her work. Dorothy is a member of Lymm Artists &
Altringcham Society of Artists, regularly exhibiting with
both groups.

Eleni NeoBenyon
As an animal lover and artist I have found myself
embarking on a journey, in which it is my mission to
not only attempt to create beautiful artwork but to
capture the majestic beauty of animals who live among
us in this ever changing world. Furthermore, the desire
I have is not only to capture their beauty but also their
vulnerability as well as their strength.

Frances Broomfield
This painting is one of a series of recreations of Old
Masters which I produce occasionally. “Renaissance”
is a humorous re-imagining of a work by Piero Della
Francesca. It is said that the sea may be heard by holding
a large shell to the ear - perhaps Battista Sforza, the
subject of the original portrait, prefers to listen through
her vintage headphones!

Gabi Komar-Dixon
Gabi’s tactile ceramic bowls are wheel-thrown and hand
decorated in her studio in Altrincham. She experiments
with form, surface texture and glazing to create
individual pieces that are best experienced in the viewer’s
palms. Her inspiration comes from nature, primarily her
love of the sea as well as from the highly decorative art
nouveau style prevalent in her birthplace, Budapest.

Geraldine Snape
Berlin..a city of recreation and re-creation...I’m fortunate
to have family living in Berlin and together we seek out
the amazing wall art especially in the old East Sector.
Shot with Canon EOS 5D Mark 111. Edited on Adobe
Photoshop.

Gill Michele Heddon
Mosaic - woman ‘one with nature’ recreation of Eve in
the garden.

Grace Igoe
Ceramics is so natural and tactile it is hard not to want to
touch. I enjoy celebrating this using recycled clay to
create this range of sturdy sensory “Pocket Heads.” Each
one is uniquely created to be purposely tactile, allowing
the viewer to release stress and sensory overload, by
simply exploring the surface textures and glazes via
touch.

Hayley Jeffers
I have been exploring textures and mark making using
cold wax medium, oil paints and household objects.
Enjoying the effects of adding layers and gouging out,
much like you would find in the
natural landscape.

Helen Cullerton
My work is colourful, varying and exciting. I love
experimenting with different media (painting, drawing,
sewing, pottery, wirework) and subjects.
University of Chester 2015 graduate; Fine Art degree.
Exhibited in Chester, Frodsham and Warrington. Featured
on The London Magazine cover, April/May 2018 issue.

Helen Yvonne Hassall
Unable to work 3 yrs ago after having 2 knee ops I was
persuaded to try my hand at art, I started with a canvas
using acrylics, and have been painting ever since.
Painting for friends and family, I won 2nd prize in the
Stockton heath exhibition, and a commended on my
corner shop, a year later.

Ian Dawber
Since graduating from Wigan Art School in 1978 I have
worked as a professional Graphic Designer/Illustrator
in both Liverpool and Manchester agencies. Also as an
artist I am a member of ‘Stockport Art Guild’, ‘Swinley Art
Group’ and The Royal Glasgow Institute of the Fine Arts.
In 2019 I was awarded a commission to paint one of the
‘Stockport’s Giant Leap’ frog sculptures.

Jane Fraser
I am an artist based in Altrincham, Cheshire. My main
inspiration is the landscape, both natural and man-made.
I am attracted by colour, texture, and most of all, light.
For this exhibition, I have focused on cities, constantly recreating themselves in the midst of the physical
reminders of their history.

Janet Bilsbury
Acrylic and oil is my main medium. I like to paint people
and places I knew. I can all ways look at a painting and
remember the day.

Janet Howkins
Janet Howkins is a contemporary artist based at Creative
Spin Studios, Leigh. Her focus is in capturing memories
and concealing them within her work to initate an
emotive response. With a heavy influence of decay,
nature and botanicals, her pieces are texture rich, using
a wide range of mediums from found objects, plaster,
cement, acrylics and oils with an added splash of abstract
expressionism.

Janice Lazzarcih
I have always loved everything to do with art and have
led a creative life. My early career was in graphic design
and since then my artistic life has included children’s
book illustrating, teaching, and most importantly
painting and drawing with my favourite mediums, and
my favourite subjects. These paintings I painted after I
had lost the use of my painting arm and hand, which was
a devastating time for me, so these are painted with my
left hand.

Jason Alderson
My artwork plays a huge part in my life it keeps my
mind and soul in a good place. I take photographs of
little model people with various backgrounds i also like
to use silhouettes in some of my work these are printed
onto canvases or framed. My work definitely reflects my
personality and the wierd world we share.

Jay Oliver
I’ve always loved the ocean. it’s a place which takes me
back to my childhood happy holiday memories, when
life was less stressful. I’ve tried to capture some different
styles of a seascape.

Jean Haigh
I love colour and pattern, and work in a variety of media.
My inspiration originates from holiday sketches in Italy
and Spain, portraying contrasting sharp, bright colours,
and patterns in windows, houses and roofs. However,
there is much to see and paint in my garden. - and after
many years as a textiles teacher, I simply paint for pure
enjoyment.

Jessica Lee
The dream-like quality of my designs is created through
the use of minimal line and traditional printing methods.
They reflect moments I often find myself visiting when
I let my mind wander. I love combining my illustrations
with glass, adding new patterns and textures to the
surface creates a whole new effect when it is held to the
light.

Jo Bramham-Smith
I express my emotions and feelings about places I’ve
been and situations through abstract using colour and
expressive strokes.
This current series was created during the lockdown and
involves collaging mixed media into paintings often.
I exhibit regularly and try to evolve and deveop my work.
However colour is the way I express myself, which shows
clearly in my paintings.

Joanne Coulthard
I’m a local artist in Altrincham and have my own studio at
A4 studios where I enjoy being creative.
This painting is from the bollin river near me on a lovely
sunny day last year. Love the yellow colours of the field
against the blues and different greens very calming to
look at.

Joanne Fernside
BA Design 1st Class Hons Liverpool University, Royal
Liver Assurance Award winner. As light falls across the
landscape and exposes different textures and forms, I
aim to replicate this effect in my ceramics and paintings
by creating unique surfaces and emphasising textures.
Each piece takes on it’s own individual form, inviting
people to look more closely at the intricate surfaces.

John Mulraney
I’m a part time artist based in Falcon Mill Bolton part of
FaMAS.
I returned to my art 2 years ago as part of my recovery
with mental health issues and find it a great release of
my frustrations with life.
My submitted series of abstracts is based on my views of
the current climate.

Judith Booth
I was a GP for 28 years and retired in 2018 subsequently
discovering art. I found an emotional connection to
portraiture which grew from the close observation of
people as part of my job and studied it, graduating with
a gold award. I work in oils and charcoal using a realist
style to reveal the genuine character of my subjects.

June Hamilton-Hall
Primarily I work in watercolour, however, I do enjoy
the challenge of other mediums, whether painting
landscapes, cityscapes, seascapes, flowers and even rusty
old locks. I am at my happiest with a paintbrush in my
hand.

Justin P Smith
I am interested in creating figurative and abstract
images. My main focus is acrylic painting, although I have
been experimenting with pencil drawings recently. I take
influences from natural elements which have an
indeterminate structure. In these abstract pencil drawings
I was inspired by anthozoa, a class of marine
invertebrates which includes sea anemones. I enjoy the
myriad of flowing forms they present.

Katie Patel
Exploration of colour is central to my work. I love using
vivid colours which have an emotional resonance. My
passions are landscapes and urban scenes which I paint
in acrylic and gouache, using brushes, palette knives and
pens. I allow a piece to develop intuitively and the results
range from representational to abstract.

Kay Ashton
They say variety is the spice of life and Kay, being a
versatile artist, definitely takes this on board with her
wide-ranging portfolio from textures florals to still life,
from dramatic skyscapes to non-traditional portraiture.
She mostly paints in oils for her detailed work and in
textured acrylic when using her palette knives.

Kathleen McAvoy
My work mainly consists of natural froms that are hand
blown from molten glass paired with soft lines that are
carved into the surface.

Laura Gibbons
Laura has spent years refining her technique with oils
on canvas to create portraits of birds and animals
with a mystical feel; her love of nature and interest in
mythology infuses her art, which is distinguishable by its
characteristic glow, and invites you to take a glimpse in
the ethereal beauty of the natural world.

Lauren Muir
My work aims to evoke positivity and colour. By
incorporating characters and bold graphic scenes
inspired by the excitement of fresh spring days, I explore
fun and playful imagery driven by nature and female
beauty.

Lee McStein
Lee is a digital artist, applying photogrammetry and
archeological imaging techniques to capture, transform
and reconstruct the physical environment.
His primary subject is the ancient world, where he applies
photogrammetric imagingto objects to explore their
materiality and how this can be reimagined, manipulated
and presented in different ways.

Leon Weedon
I’m never easy on myself, when it comes to art, I try to be
a perfectionist, just for me to be happy with myself.

Lesley Miller
My fused glasswork features original drawings inspired
by spectating my son’s competitive swimming over many
years, and my own less serious cycling pastime through
Lymm village. Up in the Air is a fun piece about sky
sports that mainly use air currents.

Lisa Watson
My background is in texiles. I originally studied
embroidery at Manchester Poly which back in the day
included a strong drawing and painting stream to the
degree. Currently I run my own Made in GB home textiles
business, but following my decision to ;ursue an arts
career, painting has always been integral to my being
and breathing. I choose to paint life drawings as I wish
to paint from real life and enjoy the discipline of drawing
human bodies.

Louise Brandwood Price
Unprecedented days, for me has meant an opportunity
to stop, breathe, to relax, think and moving forward
experiment with my ideas more freely through to a end.
Inspiration, the changing forays, journeys & peculiarites
Ive encountered in unique times, guilt free collecting,
examining what caught in the corner of my eye, varying
textures, concoctions, details in aged landcsapes in these
the surrealist of weathers. Directions taken a change of
route.

Mary Atherton
I am primarily a landscape painter working in different
media but mainly oils and acrylics. My paintings are an
emotional response to my environment be it urban, coast
or country. Wales is a favourite source of inspiration. I
also experiment with different media and enjoy exploring
abstracts. My current paintings are a response to the
Pandemic and lockdown.

Matt George
The ‘Lines that may cause offence’ series are a
continuation of the larger sensual amorphic blobs
paintings. There’s surreal elements to these pieces they
look a bit like body parts but they are actually just lines
on a canvas board.

Megan Phillips
My name is Megan Phillips and I am 15 years old. I have
really enjoyed being part of the last two exhibitions and
am looking forward to being part of this one! I enjoy
painting with mainly acrylic and pen and take inspiration
from the artists such as Gus Fink.

Michael Grice
Art Education - part time evening classes in the North
west.
INSPIRATION Urban Environment , Pop art , David
Hockney , David Hamilton, 20th Century American
Photography, Saab Cars , Cameras , Science fiction,
Kraftwerk , Bauhaus , Portmerion , Berlin , Japan.
Title of work no.1: Underpass

Michael Roberts
Mike Roberts is an artist living in Cheshire , he studied at
Swansea College of Art obtaining a Diploma membership
of the society of Industrial Artists and Designers. He
has exhibited over the years in Chester , Swansea and
Altrincham . As a trained illustrator his work depicts
colourful paintings of characters from his sketch book
and brought to life on canvas.

Olga Gerke
My preferred medium is large scale watercolour, realistic
in style but with strong decorative element. I am mostly
interested in still life and landscape but have some
portraits too. I regularly conduct workshops in Central
library and my studio for children and adults. The first
artwork was inspired by my balcony that was my haven:
my garden, studio etc. through lockdown.

Patricia Lee
My work is an expression of myself, mostly
autobiographical and abstract figurative work. I
work with glass combining traditional methods with
experimental techniques. Re-Creation is a self portrait.
It’s about rebirth in terms of who I am, discovering my
place and purpose in the world and setting out on a new
journey.

Paul Boczek
Stuck in a rat trap life as an employee at an early age
and giving up my studies and passion for art and
photography. It now feels right to take up my interest
again. I’m constantly trying to create images that are
different to the norm, that make people look twice and
think. Which leads to family and friends thinking I’ve lost
the plot. Biggest compliment to date, is. “you’re off ya
head mate”

Paul Ellams
I get my inspiration from the world around me and
the energy and life that can be gained from it. When I
create art I truly feel alive and recharged with energy
from whatever subject I am painting, and hopefully at
the same time I bring a little joy and happiness to others
who see my art.

Paul Howkins
Paul Howkins is a self-taught cartoonist from Leigh.
Finding a love for drawing at an early age Paul has
grown a steady portfolio of work consisting of over
1000’s of pieces. His work adds a fun and feisty edge
to well known cult characters, exposing a side to their
personality only seen behind closed doors.

Pauline Wiltshire
Pauline Wiltshire is a sixty-two year old mixed media
artist; with studios at Vernon Mill and at home. She
used to be a senior biomedical scientist in virology, but
decided to paint full time 10 years ago. She has been
painting for 27 years and in that time her work has
changed extensively from fairly representational to more
simplified works.

Rachael Addis
Rachael Addis is a Contemporary painter based at Rogue
Studios, Manchester. Her personal biography has had
an inspiration on the process, colour and aesthetic of
her work having lived in Asia during her formative years.
Her practice is fundamentally a mark making process in
which she creates abstract landscapes using multitudes
of paint layers, Rachael studied Fine Art at bot MMU and
the Royal Academy Schools.

Ritu Sharma
I am an artist and paediatric occupational therapist
based in Urmston. My large statement pieces are mostly
colourful interpretation of space and and focused around
movement of celestial objects. My work is mainly using
acrylic paint.

Rosie M Hughes
I find that my work naturally delves into the world of
escapism. Though it has never been a conscious decision,
I think that it stems from a response to the challenges
of the modern world. In particular, I find creating new,
imagined realities uniquely engaging as well as using an
extensive colour palette which I feel adds to the dreamlike quality of my work.

Ruth Fildes
I am a multidisciplinary visual artist in the depths of
exploring my own life and identity. The generation of my
ideas focuses primarily on my first-hand recordings of
the ups, the downs, the excitement, and the drudgery of
everyday life. The Everyday absolutely fascinates me and
has become the catalyst to many of my recent and most
powerful artworks.

Sandra Pearson
I’m a Crazy Artist who loves to travel when funding
allows it. I’m a Maverick of the palette and love the
texture of the paint. I take my inspiration while basking
in the spiritual world. (zone out ).. love Frida Kahlo,
Vincent van Gogh, Gustav Klimt and the art of the PreRaphaelites.

Sarahlea Brownshill
My names Sarahlea and im 14,, ive been drawing since
a young age and try to make my art unique,, none of it
makes sense to me and it probably wont to you,, so do
as you wish and create your own perspective to it :)

Steph Holbrook
I am a hobby artist, who creates mixed media artworks.
I use photography, pencil drawing, digital edit and gel
pens. I use a restricted palette to create light and dark.

Stephen Smith
I am a mixed media artist based in Leigh. My work is
primarily based on the emotions evoked by the natural
world. More recently, I like to sculpt the special moments
from childhood that we all treasure. My work is unique
and experimental, I love to discover new ways to portray
experiences that we can all relate to.

Sue Ellis
I am a Warrington based, self-taught artist and love to
work predominantly with textiles and felting, which I
like to combine with vintage household items to create
original ‘one-off’ upcycled pieces. I also produce a range
of decorative textile pieces ‘Landscape Hearts,’ and have
a range of greetings cards featuring my original ink
illustrations.

Sue Pritchard
I love the concept of home and from this I decided to
create small wooden houses. Each piece is uniquely
handmade and can be personalised. I also love small
independent shops and create small street scenes.

Sue Roberts
My art is a response to either feelings/emotions or to
visual stimuli from which I abstract the elements that
provoke interest. Photography and sketchbook work can
be the starting process but it can also be through direct
play and experimentation.

Timothy Grundy
I take photographs then try and make them not look like
photographs. my art subjects are never planned, images
are taken, edited and printed, ending up as an eclectic
mix of uniquely quirky art prints.

Tony Green
Since graduating from Central Saint Martins London
in 2010 I have collaborated with several international
fashion brands in Paris , New York, India & London in the
area of abstract fashion illustration and print . I keep a
spontaneous and energetic approach to my mark making
to create fluid and romantic visuals

Tracey Hollis Rowe
I am A Wildlife & Wild Places Artist based in the
North West. I work in a variety of mediums from
coloured pencils to oils and acrylics, producing realistic
style paintings of wildlife and animals and a more
contemporary impressionistic style of landscapes and
seascapes that are inspired by the wild places I have
wandered over the years.

Ursula Grice
Woman of Kent. Retired Civil servant.

Warren Green
My artistic journey began around the age of seven. I
studied Art & Design at college, where I learned the
different disiplines of the subject. These included;
fine art, life drawing, graphic design, 3D, textiles and
photography.
I take my inspiration from the Fauvist/ Impressionist
movements. I mainly use oil paint on stretched canvas or
board.

Will Swindlehurst
Will Swindlehurst lives in Cheshire, is a member of Lymm
Artists Group, the Society of Architectural Illustration and
works with art groups and societies in the region. Whilst
the use of line/drawing is central to my work, I also
incorporate watercolour and pencil as appropriate

Art Exploration Tuesday 7 - 9pm		
£15 per person
			
Wednesday 7 - 9pm
£15 per person
A quick hint from art history to help us explore and learn new styles.
The class is suitable for beginners or anyone who wants to learn about
art.
Geliprinting Wednesday 2 - 4pm 		
£15 per person
Fun with colours and textures and techniques, really easy to learn.
Geliprinting Late Thursday 7 - 9pm

£15 per person

Creative Writing Group 7 - 9pm

£15 per person

Home Ed Art & Animation
Thursdays 10 - 12pm £20 per person
Technically Brilliant Club

Make literally anything... masks, games, robots, diorama, animation.
Thursdays 1 - 3pm or 4 - 6pm £20 per person

Thanks to all the staff and
management of Golden Square
for their continued support
T e c h n i c a l l y

Brilliant
Please contact Jo@technicallybrilliant.art
or visit www.technicallybrilliant.art
@technicallybrilliant

